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Abstract. Users share a group key to decrypt encryptions for the group using a group key management
scheme. In this paper, we propose a re-encryption-based group key management scheme, which uses a unidirectional proxy re-encryption scheme with special properties to enable group members share the updated group
key with minimum storage and computation overhead. In particular, we propose a proxy re-encryption
scheme that supports direct re-encryption key derivation using intermediate re-encryption keys. Unlike multihop re-encryption, the proposed proxy re-encryption scheme does not involve repeated re-encryption of the
message. All the computations are done on the re-encryption key level and only one re-encryption is sufficient
for making the group key available to the users. The proposed scheme is the first for group key management
based on proxy re-encryption that is secure against collusion. The individual users store just one individual
secret key with group key derivation requiring Oðlog NÞ computation steps for a group of N users. Size of the
public bulletin maintained to facilitate access to the most recent group key for off-line members is O(N) and
remains constant with respect to the number of group updates. The proposed group key management
scheme confronts attacks by a non-member and even a collusion attack under standard cryptographic
assumptions.
Keywords. Group key management; collusion-secure proxy re-encryption; logical key hierarchy;
re-encryption key derivation; multi-cast security.

1. Introduction
Group communication, which finds application in services
like teleconferencing, pay-TV, on-line games, etc. is for
encrypting the messages sent to the group over a broadcast
channel. Each group member decrypts the encrypted message using a group key (GK), which is shared securely with
all the group members using a group key management
(GKM) scheme. There may be changes to the group in an
event of a member joining or leaving. The GK is updated
so as to maintain backward and forward secrecy. A centralized group controller (GC) ensures that the updated GK
is made available to all the group members. Consider a
group G of N members {U1 ; U2 ; . . .; UN }. In an event of a
new user ul joining the group G, ul must not be able to
access messages sent to the group prior to its joining. This
is called backward secrecy. For forward secrecy, a user u0l
who leaves the group G, must not be able to decrypt any
messages sent to G after it leaves. Maintaining forward and
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backward secrecy while not subjecting the members and
the GC to heavy computation burden and communication
cost is a challenging task. In the remainder of the paper, we
refer to the event of addition/removal of members to/from
the group as group update. As a result of group update, the
GK is updated by the GC, which is made available to group
members using a message called re-key message. Using this
re-key message, a member of the group can obtain the
updated GK and auxiliary keys. A group member may miss
a re-key message due to being off-line during a group
update. Once the off-line member re-connects, she can
obtain the required updated GK using a public bulletin
maintained by the GC to store the re-key message(s) sent
during the group update(s).
Performance of a GKM scheme is measured on the basis
of storage and computation overhead on its members and
GC due to various events in group communication. Storage
is required for the secret and auxiliary keys of the members.
Computation overhead is the number and nature of computations done by the group members to obtain the updated
GK. Size of the public bulletin also constitutes storage cost
and re-key message size sent by the GC constitutes computation overhead.
1
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There has been much research on these issues related
with GKM. One of the solutions is logical key hierarchy
(LKH) [1], in which each member of the group has to store
log N 1 secret auxiliary keys for a group of N members.
LKH requires all the re-key messages sent during the entire
lifetime of the system, to be stored on the public bulletin.
Group members willing to obtain updated GK from the
public bulletin have to process all these re-key messages.
This may lead to high storage and computation overhead
for large groups if the group has a tendency to change
frequently.
The afore-mentioned problem with the public bulletin
size in LKH was addressed by Chen et al [2] using proxy
re-encryption (PRE) [3, 4] for providing solution to GKM
using LKH. Storage requirement for the public bulletin in
the scheme due to Chen et al [2] is linear in the number
of members in the group. It uses an RSA-based multi-hop
unidirectional PRE scheme. A re-encryption key rki!j is
assigned to each edge of the key tree between nodes
labelled i and j such that node labelled i is a parent of the
node labelled j. GK encrypted for the root node of the
hierarchy can be re-encrypted again and again until it is
converted into a ciphertext under public key of the user
associated with the leaf node. The scheme requires both
RSA encryption and decryption keys to be stored secretly
for each node. This increases storage overhead on the
group members. However, the scheme was proved to be
insecure against collusion attack by Chen and Tzeng [5],
who also proposed a GKM scheme that is based on key
management in hierarchy [6]. The scheme does not
involve re-encryption and requires key derivation by a
user. We notice that there is no GKM scheme that is
provably secure against collusion attacks and is based on
PRE. A collusion-resistant multi-hop re-encryption
scheme [7, 8] requires repeated re-encryptions. Employing
a
unidirectional
and
multi-hop
re-encryption
scheme would require Oðlog NÞ computationally costly reencryptions for a group of N users.

1.1 Our contributions
To achieve constant number of re-encryptions in addition to
constant sized re-key messages and linear public bulletin
size, we propose a PRE scheme that supports derivation of
a direct re-encryption key given a sequence of re-encryption keys. Using the proposed scheme, auxiliary re-encryption keys associated with edges in the key tree can be
used to derive a direct re-encryption key from the root of
the key tree to the leaf node associated with the group
member. This direct re-encryption key can be used to reencrypt ciphertext containing the GK for the users. The
corresponding user can decrypt the re-encrypted ciphertext
1
logd N for a d-ary key tree. Key-trees of degree 2 are the most
common.
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to obtain the GK. The proposed scheme requires the users
to store just one secret key. In the proposed scheme, each
node of the key tree is assigned a key pair. Each directed
edge is also assigned a re-encryption key, which is made
public. Our contributions in the paper can be summarized
as follows:
• We propose a re-encryption-based GKM scheme. The
proposed PRE scheme for this purpose is used for key
derivation in LKH. The GC performs just one encryption to encrypt the GK with the public key of the root
node. Any group member can get the GK re-encrypted
for itself using a direct re-encryption key from the root
of the hierarchy to the node associated with the group
member.
• This direct re-encryption key is derived by the group
member using auxiliary publicly available re-encryption keys associated with the edges on the path from
root to the leaf node associated with the group
member.
• The proposed re-encryption scheme is a better option
than the multi-hop re-encryption [7, 8] as it avoids
repeated re-encryptions and all the computations are
done on the re-encryption key level.
• In the proposed scheme, a re-key message sent as
result of a group update has length Oðlog NÞ.
• The proposed GKM scheme is secure against collusion
attacks and requires any off-line group member to
execute Oðlog NÞ steps to obtain the latest GK
irrespective of the number of missed GK updates
during its off-line time.
• Storage requirement for maintaining the public bulletin
is linear with respect to the number of group members
because only the most recent re-key message needs to
be stored.
• Re-encryption keys associated with the edges can be
made public and each user stores just its own secret
key, which remains unchanged as long as she remains
a member of the group.
• The GC does not have to store anything except the
secret keys of the group members on its private
storage.

1.2 Organization of the paper
Remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a survey of the related research in the area of
GKM. Section 3 presents a brief account of the LKH
scheme. The proposed PRE scheme is defined in section 4
along with concrete description of its application for GKM.
Security definitions and performance analysis are also
given in section 4. Concrete construction of the proposed
PRE scheme is presented in section 4.3b along with
detailed performance and security analysis. The paper
finally concludes in section 5.
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2. Related work
GKM has been extensively studied [1, 9–16]. Among all
these, the schemes based on LKH [1] are known for their
efficiency in terms of the computation overhead on a group
member for GK derivation. Users in LKH have to store
log N auxiliary keys with the size of each re-key message
being 2 log N. Several improvements have been proposed
on the LKH scheme [17, 18]. One-way function tree (OFT)
was the first improvement on the binary key tree, which
reduced the number of re-key messages to log N by generating the parent key from the keys of the children [9].
Efficient Large-group Key (ELK) scheme [19], proposed
with an aim to reduce re-key message size from log N to 0,
turns inefficient when a user joins the group, in which case,
all the auxiliary keys are computed afresh. Mittra [15]
divides the whole group into a collection of small subgroups. These subgroups have independent GKs. Therefore,
joining or leaving of any group member affects just the
subgroup key and its members while rest of all members
remain unaffected. Such GKM schemes have been combined with PRE frameworks [11–13, 16, 20] so that instead
of decrypting and then encrypting the data for the subgroup
managers, they can directly re-encrypt the message without
revealing the underlying keys. However, in all these
schemes, the re-encryption keys are to be kept secret by the
group managers. Chen et al [2] proposed a GKM based on
PRE, which does not have this requirement. The groups are
organized in a hierarchical structure as in LKH and the GK
can be re-encrypted by anyone for the target user. However,
the scheme was proved to be insecure against collusion
attacks by Chen and Tzeng [5]. Also, to address challenge
due to collusion attack, Chen and Tzeng [5] use key management in hierarchy [6] for managing access to the GK.
PRE [3] transforms ciphertext under a public key into a
ciphertext under another public key. This transformation
(re-encryption) can be carried out by a semi-trusted proxy
using a special key called re-encryption key. Neither the reencryption key nor the ciphertexts reveal anything about
the underlying plaintext. Also, secret keys of the delegator
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or delegatee are not disclosed even upon collusion between
one of them and the proxy. Proxy cryptography was first
introduced by Blaze et al [4] and further improved by Ivan
and Dodis [21] to define important desirable properties.
Ateniese et al [3] provide a list of desirable properties of
PRE and proposed several PRE schemes, each satisfying
different sets of properties. These properties are important
to cryptographically delegate decryption rights for a piece
of encrypted data in an application-specific manner. A
collusion-free unidirectional multi-hop re-encryption
scheme [7, 8] can be applied in LKH for GKM but has very
high computation cost as it involves the costly re-encryption function to be computed several times. There is no
PRE scheme in the literature that is efficient in terms of the
number of re-encryptions required for re-encrypting a data
item for a delegatee separated from the delegator by several
hops.

3. The LKH scheme
The LKH scheme [1] is a widely studied GKM
scheme using symmetric key cryptography. It uses a key
structure as shown in figure 1a representing a key tree of
degree 2 managing keys for N ¼ 8 group members
fU1 ; . . .; U8 g. The GK is assigned to the key tree’s root
node. Auxiliary keys fK1 ; . . .; K14 g are assigned to all the
non-leaf nodes except the root node. These auxiliary keys
help the group members for deriving GK. A group member
has a unique leaf node corresponding to it. During a group
update (as a result of member joining or leaving), auxiliary
keys associated with the joining/leaving group member
change to enable the group members obtain the updated GK
(see figure 1b and 1c).
Let fMgK represent a symmetric encryption of M using
K as the key. Each group member Ui has Oðlog NÞ auxiliary
keys corresponding to nodes in the path from root of the
key tree to the leaf node associated with Ui . For example, in
figure 2, keys GK, K14 ; K12 and K8 are associated with U8 .
In an event of user U8 leaving, GK and auxiliary keys K14

Figure 1. (a) Key assignment, (b) user leaving and (c) user joining in LKH.
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Figure 2. Maintaining public bulletin in LKH for facilitating off-line members to derive group key.

and K12 are updated. Since K14 and K12 are also associated
0
0
with U5 ; U6 and U7 , the updated versions K14
and K12
are
0
0
0
sent using fK12 gK7 , fK14 gK11 and fK14 gK 0 . Now that the
12
users have their updated auxiliary keys, updated GK0 is sent
using fGK0 gK13 and fGK0 gK 0 . The messages containing
14
updated auxiliary keys and GKs are called re-key messages.
To handle the off-line group members who miss one or
more GK updates, it maintains a public bulletin to store all
the re-key messages. Upon re-connection, the group member processes all these re-key messages one at a time in the
sequence they are stored and obtains the most recent auxiliary keys and the latest GK. Figure 2 shows one such
scenario in which a group member U8 goes off-line, after
which two re-key messages C(2) and C(3) are sent as a result
of U7 and U5 leaving the group. The group member U8 also
misses the re-key messages C(4) and C(5) sent when U9 and
U10 join the group. All these re-key messages are stored on
the public bulletin. When U8 gets on-line, she needs the
most recent GK. She obtains this by processing these entries
on the public bulletin one at a time to obtain the most recent
GK and the auxiliary keys using the steps as follows. First

U8 processes the message C(2) to obtain the auxiliary keys
K12 ð2Þ; K14 ð2Þ and GK(2). Using these updated auxiliary
keys, U8 processes C(3) to obtain K14 ð3Þ and GK(3). GK(4)
and K14 ð4Þ are obtained from the message C(4). Finally, the
most recent GK(5) and auxiliary keys K12 ð5Þ and K14 ð5Þ can
be obtained by processing the message C(5). Since the
public bulletin must store all the re-key messages, public
bulletin size must be on the order of the number of group
updates. In other words, if Lall is the number of users who
left during the system’s lifetime and Jall the number of users
who joined, the public bulletin size would be on the order of
log NðLall þ Jall Þ. This quantity grows with the number of
changes in the group. Hence, if the group has a tendency to
change very frequently, the public bulletin size is very high.
Suppose Joff is the number of group members who joined the
group and Loff is the number of users who left the group
during off-line time of a user. The number of public bulletin
messages processed by the off-line user after it gets on-line
is on the order of log NðJoff þ Loff Þ.
In view of this discussion, it can be said that the LKH
scheme does not suit groups that have high frequency of
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group updates. The proposed scheme features constant
public bulletin size with respect to the number of group
updates. Also, an off-line user has to do as many as log N
computations when she gets on-line; this is again constant
with respect to the number of group updates during a user’s
off-line period. The GC has to encrypt the GK just once and
the number of computation steps required by individual
group members to obtain the GK is Oðlog nÞ.

4. Proposed PRE scheme
The proposed GKM scheme uses unidirectional PRE
scheme as a building block. The underlying PRE
scheme must be unidirectional, key optimal, support public
re-encryption keys and support derivation of a direct reencryption key given a sequence of intermediate re-encryption keys. The definition and construction of the concrete PRE scheme with its security analysis are presented.
The proposed GKM scheme that uses the proposed PRE
scheme is also presented with its security and performance
analysis.

Page 5 of 13
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• DeriveRK (skn ; frk1!2 ; . . .; rkðn2Þ!ðn1Þ ; ! rkðn1Þ !
ngÞ ! rk1!n : this procedure takes a sequence of
one-hop re-encryption keys and secret key of the last
user in the sequence as input to derive direct reencryption key from the first delegator to the last
delegatee in the sequence.
In order for the re-encryption scheme defined earlier to
be correct, following equalities must hold:
1. The procedure Dec1 is correct, that is, decryption of any
direct ciphertext must give the correct underlying
message.
Dec1 ðski ;Enc ðpki ; mÞÞ ¼ m:
2. The procedure Dec2 is correct, that is, decryption of a
ciphertext re-encrypted using rki!j must give the correct
underlying message upon decryption using skj :
Dec2 ðski ;ReEnc(ReKeyGen(ski ; skj Þ; Enc ðpki ; mÞÞÞ
¼ m:
3. Derivation of direct re-encryption key given a sequence
of one-hop intermediate re-encryption keys using the
procedure DeriveRK must be correct. That is
DeriveRK (skn ;
{RekeyGen(sk1 ; sk2 ),
RekeyGen
(sk2 ; sk3 ), ..., RekeyGen(skðn2Þ ; skðn1Þ ), RekeyGen
(skðn1Þ ; skn ÞgÞ ¼ RekeyGen(sk1 ; skn Þ.

4.1 Definition of the proposed PRE scheme
A PRE scheme is used for transformation of a ciphertext
intended directly for a user with public key pkA such that it
becomes a ciphertext under pkB . The proposed scheme differs from the existing ones in that in addition to re-encryption it also supports derivation of re-encryption key
rkA!C given rkA!B , rkB!C and secret key skC .
Definition 1 We define the proposed PRE scheme as a
collection P ¼(Setup, KeyGen, Enc, Dec1 , ReKeyGen,
ReEnc, Dec2 , Derive) of algorithms defined as follows:
• Set-up(1k ) ! param: produces global system parameters param using security parameter 1k as input.
• KeyGen(i) ! ðski ; pki Þ: secret and public keys corresponding to the user ui are produced by this procedure.
• Enc(pki ; m)! CTi : produces a ciphertext CTi under the
public key pki so that it can be decrypted using secret
key ski . CTi can also be re-encrypted using appropriate
re-encryption key(s).
• Dec1 (ski ; CTi )! m: decrypts the ciphertext CTi using
the secret key ski .
• ReKeyGen(ski ; skj ) ! rki!j : computes a re-encryption
key rki!j to be used for transforming CTi into CTj .
• ReEnc(rki!j ; CTi Þ ! CTj0 : this algorithm employs
rki!j and the ciphertext CTi to obtain the re-encrypted
ciphertext CTj0 under pkj .
• Dec2 (ski ; CTi0 Þ ! m: decrypts the re-encrypted ciphertext CTi0 using secret key ski of the intended user to
obtain the underlying message m.

4.2 GKM scheme using the proposed PRE scheme
In this section, we use the PRE scheme defined in the
previous section to propose a GKM scheme. We present the
key assignment and key derivation process for group
members. The process carried out by the GC and the group
members in case a member leaves or joins the group is also
presented. Security and performance analysis of key
derivation and in case of group update is also presented. We
assume the existence of a publicly available cryptographic
hash function H : K ! K where K is the key space for the
GKs. This hash function is used for updating the old GK to
the newer version as part of the procedure for preserving
backward secrecy. The desirable properties of H include
one-wayness, which provides pre-image resistance and
collision resistance responsible for providing second preimage resistance.
4.2a Key assignment: Consider the key tree as shown in
figure 3. Each node with label v is assigned a key pair
(skv ; pkv ) obtained using the procedure KeyGen(v) of P.
Each directed edge (v, w) in the key tree is assigned a reencryption key rkv!w such that node v is the label of parent
node of the node labelled w in the key tree. Secret keys
corresponding to all the nodes are stored by the GC. Key
pair of each node of the key tree corresponds to the key pair
of group members in the system. Figure 3 shows the key
assignment when we apply PRE defined in section 4.1 to
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node associated with the user. In fact in the proposed
scheme, re-encryption of the encrypted GK is carried out
just once with other computations being done on the
auxiliary keys associated with the edges in the key tree.

Figure 3. Assignment of key pairs (nodes) and auxiliary reencryption keys (edges) in the proposed scheme.

the GKM scenario in LKH. GC publishes all the auxiliary
re-encryption keys assigned to edges.
4.2b Computing the GK: At any point in time, GC can
use Enc procedure of P for encrypting the GK to obtain
CT0 ¼ Enc(pk0 ; GK) where pk0 is the public key of the
node labelled 0. Now suppose user U7 in figure 3 wants to
access GK. The user initiates direct re-encryption key
derivation process using its secret key sk7 and re-encryption
keys rk0!14 ; rk14!12 and rk12!7 corresponding to all the
edges from the node labelled 0 down to the node labelled 7.
Thus, user U7 obtains the re-encryption key rk0!7 using
DeriveRK (sk7 ; frk0!14 ; rk14!12 ; rk12!7 gÞ. This rk0!7 is
used to re-encrypt CT0 into CT70 using procedure
ReEnc(rk0!7 ; CT0 Þ. Now CT70 can be decrypted by U7
using procedure Dec2 ðsk7 ; CT70 Þ to obtain GK.
4.2c Member leaving: In an event of a member leaving the
group, GK must be updated to GK0 (say) to preserve forward
secrecy. The new GK has to be made available to all the
users except the leaving user. For this, key pairs of all the
nodes from the root down to the leaving node must be
changed. For example, if the user U8 leaves, key pairs of
nodes labelled 0, 14 and 12 must be updated to
ðpk00 ; sk00 Þ; ðpk140 ; sk140 Þ and ðpk120 ; sk120 Þ, respectively, as
shown in figure 4. Then the GC computes new re-encryption
keys for each edge involving the nodes whose key pair is
updated. Hence, re-encryption keys rk00 !13 , rk00 !140 ,
rk140 !11 , rk140 !120 and rk120 !7 are computed again using the
updated key pairs of the nodes involved. GC now broadcasts
CT00 ¼ Enc(pk00 ; GK0 Þ. The entry CT0 is also replaced by
CT00 in the public bulletin. Now if any group member (U1
for example) wishes to access GK0 , she can execute the
procedure DeriveRK (sk1 ; frk00 !13 ; rk13!9 ; rk9!1 g) to obtain
a direct re-encryption key rk00 !1 from the root node to the
node corresponding to U1 . This rk00 !1 can now be used for
re-encrypting CT00 into CT10 using ReEnc(rk00 !1 ; CT00 ).
Group member U1 can decrypt CT10 using Dec2 (sk1 ; CT10 ) to
obtain GK0 .
Derivation of GK explained earlier is different from
those of other PRE-based GKM schemes [2, 11, 20]. Unlike
these schemes, the GK encrypted for the root node does not
undergo repeated re-encryptions from root node to the leaf

4.2d Member join: In case of a new member joining the
group, the GC assigns key pair to the newly joining user. To
maintain backward secrecy, nodes in the path from root
node to the node corresponding to the joining user
get ‘‘affected’’. Key pairs of all these affected nodes have
to be updated. Suppose a user U80 joins the group as shown
in figure 5. The GC assigns a key pair (sk80 ; pk80 ) to the
newly joining user U80 , which is also the key pair for the
node with label 8. Key pairs of the nodes labelled 0, 14 and
12 are also updated. As a result to the updated key pairs of
the
affected
nodes,
re-encryption
keys
rk000 !1400 ; rk1400 !11 ; rk1400 !1200 ; rk1200 !7 and rk1200 !800 are also
updated using the procedure ReKeyGen. The GC now
computes a new GK using the one-way hash function H as
GK00 = H(GK0 ), notifies all the users with a single broadcast
message about GK update and computes CT000 ¼ Enc(pk000 ,
GK00 ). All the on-line users update their copy of the GK
using the same one-way hash function H as GK00 = H(GK0 ).
4.2e Updating auxiliary keys for off-line members: The
GC maintains a public bulletin for storing updates missed
by its members during their off-line time. Suppose a
group member U8 goes off-line for a period during which
user U7 leaves and user U9 joins as shown in figure 6. As
a result, U8 misses the re-key messages sent by the GC
as shown in figure 6b and c. The GC, however, stores the
latest re-key message on the public bulletin as a result of
latest group update. In figure 6, when U7 leaves the
group, GK is updated to GK0 and the set of updated
auxiliary re-encryption keys contains rk00 !13 , rk00 !140 ,
rk140 !11 , rk140 !120 and rk120 !8 . Another group update due
to joining of the user U9 involves updating the GK to
GK00 . The set of updated auxiliary re-encryption keys
contains rk000 !13 , rk000 !1400 , rk1400 !11 , rk1400 !1200 and rk1200 !8 .
The GC now removes the previous contents stored on the
public bulletin and stores the latest GK encrypted with
public key of the root node CT000 ¼ Enc(pk000 ; GK00 Þ
along with the updated public auxiliary re-encryption
keys. When U8 gets on-line again, she has to process
contents of the public bulletin, which is nothing but the
last re-key message for the group. The re-key message
consists of the newest GK (GK00 ) encrypted with the
public key of the root node CT000 ¼ Enc(pk000 ; GK00 Þ and
the last updated version of all the auxiliary keys modified
in accordance with the procedure discussed in sections 4.2c and 4.2d. U8 can obtain GK00 using CT000 and
the auxiliary re-encryption keys using the procedure
described in section 4.2b.
To obtain the latest GK, a user who re-connects after
missing a number of re-key messages has to process only
log N auxiliary re-encryption keys. Hence, the amount of
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Figure 4. Re-key procedure when the user U8 leaves the system.
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To access the GK, a group member has to compulsorily initiate re-encryption key derivation using the
procedure DeriveRK . The procedure DeriveRK takes reencryption keys corresponding to the edges that fall on
the path from the root node down to the node associated
with the user. The procedure DeriveRK processes each reencryption key one at a time. Hence, the total number of
operations is on the order of depth of the node
corresponding to the group member. Now the re-encryption key obtained at the end of the DeriveRK procedure
can be used by anyone to re-encrypt the GK, which is
further decrypted by the user to obtain GK. Since this reencryption key can also be made public, anyone can
perform re-encryption. This relaxes the user of the burden
of performing any computationally costly operations
involved in re-encryption. Table 1 shows that each offline member who re-connects after some off-line period
has to do only Oðlog NÞ computation irrespective of the
number of re-key updates missed by the off-line user.
Also, the proposed scheme is secure against collusion
attacks, which is proved in section 4.3e.

4.3 Concrete proposed PRE scheme
Figure 5. Re-key procedure when a user U8 joins the system.

computation such a user has to do is independent of the
number of join or leave events that take place during offline period of the user. Also, the size of re-key history to be
maintained on the public bulletin by the GC is O(N), which
is again independent of the number of group updates. In
contrast, as explained in section 3, in LKH scheme [1],
both public bulletin size and computation overhead on an
off-line user increase with the number of group updates. As
a result, if Jall is the number of users that joined and Lall is
the number of users that left during a system’s lifetime, size
of the public bulletin in LKH is log NðJall þ Lall Þ. Also, the
number of re-key messages processed by the off-line user
upon re-connection is log NðJoff þ Loff Þ. Here, Joff and Loff
are the number of users that joined and left during the
user’s off-line time, respectively.
4.2f Performance analysis: The GC associates each
member of the group with a leaf node of the key tree and all
it has to store is her secret key. The re-encryption keys
corresponding to the edges that fall on the path from root
node to the leaf node corresponding to a group member
constitute her auxiliary key components. These re-encryption keys can be made public, thereby not causing any
storage overhead on the corresponding group members.
Public keys of non-leaf nodes in the tree can also be stored
on public storage space.

We have presented our GKM scheme based on a collusionresistant PRE, which supports re-encryption key derivation.
This section presents the concrete construction of our proposed PRE scheme along with its security analysis.
4.3a Preliminaries: We define bilinear mapping, DLP and
q-DBDHI assumptions.
Definition 2 Let G1 and G2 be two cyclic groups of
prime order p. Let g 2 G1 be the generator of G1 ; a bilinear
map [23, 24] e : G1  G1 ! G2 satisfies the following
properties.
i. Bilinearity: eðgl ; gk Þ ¼ eðg; gÞlk , 8 g 2 G1 , l; k 2 Zp .
ii. Non-degeneracy: eðg; gÞ 6¼ 1.
iii. Symmetric:
eðgl ; gk Þ ¼ eðgk ; gl Þ ¼ eðg; gÞlk ,
8
g 2 G1 , l; k 2 Zp .
iv. Computability: for computing the bilinear map, an
efficient algorithm exists.
Definition 3 (Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP)
Assumption) Given the distributions (g, ga Þ, the DLP
assumption states that there does not exist a PPT algorithm
that can efficiently compute the value of a.
Definition 4 (q-Decisional Bilinear Diffie–Hellman
Inversion (q-DBDHI) Assumption) Given the distribution
ðg; gm ; gn ; DÞ, for g
G1 ; m; n
Zq and D 2 G2 , the qDBDHI assumption states that it is computationally hard
for a PPT algorithm to decide if D ¼ eðg; gÞm=n .
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Figure 6. Contents of the public bulletin in the proposed scheme (off-line case).

4.3b Concrete construction of proposed PRE scheme: We
present construction of the proposed PRE scheme that
supports direct re-encryption key derivation as defined
in section 3. The scheme is semantically secure against
a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary even
under collusion. In this section, a 2R X the value a
being selected uniformly at random from the set denoted
by X. The procedure DeriveRK computes a direct multihop re-encryption key rk1!n given a sequence of ðn  1Þ
one-hop re-encryption keys frk1!2 ; . . .; rkðn1Þ!n g. In
this section, description of DeriveRK has been presented
for a sequence of 2 one-hop re-encryption keys for 3
users. Extending the same description for a sequence of
ðn  1Þ one-hop re-encryption keys for n users is
straightforward.
• Set-up(1k ): Taking security parameter 1k as input, this
algorithm determines public parameters: param =
(G1 ; G2 ; g, e, p) where G1 and G2 are distinct cyclic
groups each of prime order p, g 2 G1 is one of the

generators of G1 and a bilinear mapping
e : G1  G1 ! G2 .
• KeyGen(i, param): This algorithm uses global parameters generated in the previous step to produce
ðpki ; ski Þ as follows:
–
–
–
–
–

select xi 2R ZP and set ski ¼ xi ;
select yi 2R G1 ,
compute ai ¼ gxi , bi ¼ g1=xi yi ;
set pki ¼ ðai ; bi Þ,
then key pair ðski ; pki Þ ¼ ðxi ; ðai ; bi ÞÞ.

• Enc(pki ; m): Any message m 2 G2 can be encrypted
under the public key pki to produce CTi as follows:
– compute Ai ¼ eðg; gÞt m, Bi ¼ ati , where t 2R Zp ,
– then ciphertext CTi ¼ ðAi ; Bi Þ.
• Dec1 (ski ; CTi ): This procedure obtains the underlying
message m from CTi using ski :
– compute Ai eðBi ; g1=ski Þ ¼ m.

LKH [1]

OFT [22]
2 log N
2
2 log N
2N
1
log N
2N  1
2 log NtR þ tE þ tH
0
tH
log Nð2tR þ tK Þ þ tE
log NtRE þ tD
2 log NðJoff tR þ Loff tR Þ
þ log NtK
log NtRE þ tD
No

2N  1
log N
0
2 log NLall
ð2N  1ÞtF þ tK þ log NtE
log NtD
2 log NtF
log Nð2tE þ 7tF Þ
log NðtD þ 4tF Þ
Joff ½ð2N  1ÞtF þ tK þ log NtE þ
log NLoff ð2tE þ 7tF Þ
log N½2Joff tF þ Loff ðtD þ 4tF Þ
Yes

tRK is the time taken by the procedure for re-encryption key derivation (DeriveRK of the proposed scheme);

tF and tH are time taken by the GK derivation and computing one-way hash function, respectively.

CTT [2]

0
log N
log N

ELK [19]

tE , tK , tR , tRE and tD are the time taken for encryption, key generation, re-encryption key generation, re-encryption and decryption, respectively.

Joff =Loff is the number of users who joined/left during off-line period of a group member.

Jall =Lall is the number of users who joined/left during system’s lifetime.

N is the total number of group members.

Overhead of communication
Join
Multicast
2 log N
log N
Unicast
1
log N þ 1
Leave
Multicast
2 log N
log N
Overhead for storage
Group Controller
2N  1
2N  1
Member
Private
log N
log N þ 1
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0
0
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Overhead in terms of computation cost (for online members)
Join
Controller
log Nð2tE þ tK Þ
log Nð2tE þ 2tH þ tF Þ
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log NtD
log NtD
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log NtD
log NðtD þ tH Þ
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Controller
log Nð2tE þ tK Þ
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log NtD
log NðtD þ tF Þ
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Controller
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ð2tE þ tK Þ
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Table 1. Comparison of GKM schemes with the proposed scheme.
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• ReKeyGen(ski ; skj ): A re-encryption key rki!j is
generated using an interactive re-key generation algorithm as follows:
ð1Þ
rki!j

– compute

– set rki!j ¼

¼g

xj =xi

,

ð2Þ
rki!j

¼g

yj =xi

,

• ReEnc(rki!j ; CTi ): This procedure takes as input
ciphertext containing the message encrypted under
pki and re-encryption key rki!j and computes reencrypted ciphertext under pkj using the steps as
follows:
ð1Þ

– compute B0j ¼ eðBi ; rki!j Þ,
– set A0j ¼ Ai and
– set CTj0 ¼ ðA0j ; B0j Þ.
• Dec2 (ski ; CTi0 ): This algorithm decrypts the re-encrypted ciphertext under public key pki using ski :
– compute A0i ðB0i Þski ¼ m.
• DeriveRK (skk ; frki!j ; rkj!k g): This algorithm takes as
input two one-step re-encryption keys and generates a
two-step transitive re-encryption key. The algorithm
works as follows:
ð1Þ

– compute yj ¼ ðrkj!k Þ1=skk bj ,
ð2Þ

1

– compute rki!k ¼ ððrki!j Þyj Þskk .
ð1Þ

The part of re-encryption key rki!k obtained here is suffið2Þ

cient for transformation of CTi into CTk0 . Optionally, rki!k
can also be computed as follows:
ð2Þ

ð2Þ

– compute rki!k ¼ fðrki!j Þ1=yj gbk g
– then rki!k ¼

1=skk

.

ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ðrki!k ; rki!k Þ

4.3c Correctness of the concrete PRE scheme: The proposed PRE scheme satisfies the following correctness
requirements:
1. Decryption of any directly encrypted ciphertext must
correctly give the following message:
Dec1 ðski ;Enc ðpki ; mÞÞ ¼ Ai eðBi ; g1=ski Þ
t

x1
i

ð1Þ

1=skk

ð2Þ

Also, fðrki!j Þ1=yj gbk g

¼ fðgyj =xi Þ1=yj gg

1=xk
yk g1=xk

ð2Þ

¼ gyk =xi ¼ rki!k .

ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ðrki!j ; rki!j Þ.

ð1Þ

1

ððgyj =xi Þyj Þxk ¼ gxk =xi ¼ rki!k .

¼ m:
¼ m:eðg; gÞ eðgxi t ; gÞ
2. The procedure Dec2 is correct:
Dec2 ðski ;ReEnc (ReKeyGen(ski ; skj Þ; Enc ðpki ; mÞÞÞ
¼ Dec2 (skj ; fmeðg; g; Þt ; eðgxj =xi ; gxi t Þg)

4.3d Discussion: As we prove later in Theorem 1, the
proposed re-encryption scheme is unidirectional and collusion-safe as it is computationally infeasible to obtain
rkj!i using the re-encryption key rki!j and all the public
parameters. The scheme is interactive as it uses the secret
keys of the communicating parties to generate re-encryption keys from one party to the other. Each user in the
system has to store just one secret key irrespective of the
number of delegations it accepts, meaning that the
scheme is key-optimal. The scheme is non-transitive as one
cannot obtain a direct re-encryption key rki!k given only
the re-encryption keys rki!j and rkj!k . However, using skk ,
it is possible to obtain rki!k using the procedure DeriveRK .
This rki!k avoids repeated re-encryptions of CTi into CTj
and then into CTk . In fact, CTi can be directly re-encrypted
into CTk using ReEnc with rki!k .
4.3e Security of the proposed GKM scheme: We prove
security of the proposed PRE scheme against a PPT
adversary A that tries to distinguish two direct or re-encrypted ciphertexts. We also prove that it is computationally infeasible for A to obtain the (master) secret key
of any user given all the public keys, re-encryption keys
and secret keys of the colluding users. We denote the set
of key pairs of the honest users as {ðskB ; pkB Þ}, set of key
pairs of set of corrupted users as {ðskX ; pkX Þ} and key pair
of the target user as ðski ; pki Þ. Following is the definition
for standard security of direct ciphertexts generated in the
scheme:
Pr½ðpki ; ski Þ
fðpkB ; skB Þ
fðpkX ; skX Þ

KeyGenði ; paramÞ;
KeyGenðB; paramÞg;
KeyGenðX; paramÞg;

frkB!i
frki !B

ReKeyGenðskB ; ski Þg;
ReKeyGenðski ; skB Þg;

frkX!i

ReKeyGenðskX ; ski Þg;

frkX!B
ReKeyGenðskX ; skB Þg;
ðm0 ; m1 ; aÞ
Aðpki ; fpkB g; fðpkX ; skX Þg; frkB!i g;
frki !B g; frkX!i g; frkX!B g; CTi ; s
s0

f0; 1g;
1
1
:
Ak ða; Encðpki ; ms ÞÞ : s ¼ s0 \ þ
2 polyðkÞ

1

¼ meðg; gÞt ðeðg; gÞxj t Þxj ¼ m.
3. The procedure DeriveRK is correct:
DeriveRK (skk ; fReKeyGen ðski ; skj Þ;
ReKeyGen ðskj ,skk ÞgÞ
ð1Þ

¼ ðrkj!k Þ1=skk bj ¼ ðgxk =xj Þ1=xk g1=xj yj ¼ yj .
Now, yj is used to compute:

This definition implies that a colluding adversary is able to
distinguish two direct ciphertexts despite the availability of
all the re-encryption keys in which delegator is honest, with
negligible advantage. The following theorem proves security of the proposed PRE scheme according to this
definition.
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Master secret security is defined as follows:
KeyGenði ; paramÞ;
Pr½ðpki ; ski Þ
fðpkB ; skB Þ
KeyGenðB; paramÞg;
fðpkX ; skX Þ
KeyGenðX; paramÞg;
frkB!i
ReKeyGenðskB ; ski Þg;
frki !B

ReKeyGenðski ; skB Þg;

frk
frkX!B

ReKeyGenðskX ; ski Þg;
ReKeyGenðskX ; skB Þg;

X!i

Aðpki ; fpkB g; fðpkX ; skX Þg; frkB!i g;
1
:
frki !B g; frkX!i g : a ¼ ski \
polyðkÞ

a

We prove security of the second level ciphertext and master
secret key of a target user. This security proof is used for
proving security of the GKM scheme against a PPT
adversary.
Theorem 1 (Standard security) The scheme proposed in
section 4.3b is secure assuming the q-Decisional Bilinear
Diffie–Hellman Inversion (q-DBDHI) [25] is hard in ðG1 ,
G2 Þ, that is, given ðg; gu ; gv ; DÞ, where g 2 G1 , u; v 2 Zp
and D 2 G2 decide if D ¼ eðg; gÞu=v .
Proof Adversary A is given all the public keys in addition
to secret keys of the colluding users and all the re-encryption keys with no dishonest delegatee. We assume the
existence of a simulator S that can break the q-DBDHI
assumption in ðG2 , G2 Þ for A and another simulator R that
can generate re-encryption key from a delegator to a delegatee if the two public keys are given to it as input. It is
also assumed that the simulator R does not reveal secret
keys of either the delegator or delegatee. Encryption oracle
(E) is also available that can produce direct ciphertext to be
the same as the one produced by the procedure Enc.
Adversary queries the encryption oracle a finite number of
times with a goal to distinguish two direct ciphertexts.
Adversary A issues a finite number of requests that take the
following form:
1. frkA!B
RðpkA ; pkB Þg, collection of re-encryption
keys from the corrupted users to the honest users.
2. frkB!i
RðpkA ; pki Þg, set of re-encryption keys from
the honest users to the target user.
3. frki !B
Rðpki ; pkB Þg, set of re-encryption keys from
the target user to the honest users.
4. frkA!i
RðpkA ; pki Þg, re-encryption keys from the
corrupted users to the target user.
5. Direct ciphertexts CTi
Eðpki ; mj Þ8i 2 f1; 2; . . .; lg;
8j 2 f1; 2; . . .; rg.
After the steps above are executed, A outputs a challenge of
the form ðm0 ; m1 ; sÞ where m0 6¼ m1 are the two messages
and s is the internal state information. The challenger
randomly selects s 2 f0; 1g and computes the direct
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ðsÞ

ciphertext as CTi ¼ ðc1 ; c2 Þ ¼ ðZ u=v ms ; gu Þ. The simulation is perfect as u ¼ xi t and v ¼ xi and the values gv ¼
gxi and gu ¼ gxi t are publicly available and part of the
direct ciphertext respectively. The challenger now sends
ðsÞ

CTi to A who uses the simulator S to guess s0 and succeeds (s ¼ s0 ) only if S distinguishes two q-DBDHI tuples
with non-negligible advantage. But this is contradiction to
the definition of q-DBDHI complexity assumption (see
definition 4). Therefore, the PRE scheme proposed in section 4.3b is secure against a PPT adversary who tries to
distinguish two direct ciphertexts given q-DBDHI is hard in
G1 ; G2 .
h
Theorem 2 (Master-key security) (GK security) Consider
key assignment to nodes and edges in the key tree of the
proposed GKM scheme. Given a ciphertext CT0 ¼ Enc(pk0 ;
GK), public keys of all the nodes and all the re-encryption
keys, an external PPT adversary A cannot obtain any of the
node’s secret key ski given the DLP assumption is hard in
G1 .
Proof Consider an adversary A who can recover the
master secret key ski ¼ xi of the target user ui with nonnegligible probability , then we can build a simulator S
that can compute discrete logarithms with probability .
The adversary A interacts with the target user and obtains
its public key pki along with all the re-encryption keys
involving the target user as either a delegator or delegatee,
i.e., rki !X and rkX!i . We assume the existence of a simulator R that can generate re-encryption keys if public keys
of delegator and the delegatee are provided as argument
without revealing secret keys of either of them. That is,
rki!j
Rðpki ; pkj Þ. Simulation of S works as follows:
1. If the public key (g; ga ) in G1 is given as input, it outputs
the target public key pki ¼ ðgxi ; ga Þ where ski 2R Zp
and a 2 Zp is another secret information corresponding
to ui with a condition that a can be obtained if secret key
xi is obtained.
2. Next, execute the following poly(k) number of times:
Rðpki ; pkX Þg, collection of re-encryption
(a) frki !X
keys with the target user as delegator and the
corrupted users as delegatee. One such re-encryption
key from user ui to the user uX ðjÞ is
rki !X ðjÞ ¼ ðgxXðjÞ =xi ; gyXðjÞ =xi Þ.
(b) frkX!i
RðpkX ; pki Þg, collection of re-encryption
keys from the corrupted users to the target user. One
re-encryption key from one of the corrupted users
uX ðjÞ to the user ui is rkXðjÞ !i ¼ ðgxi =xXðjÞ ; gyi =xXðjÞ Þ.
3. Eventually, the adversary A must output the guessed
secret key ski of the target user.
It can be seen that the simulation is perfect; therefore, A is
able to obtain the master secret key ski of the target user ui
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if S can solve DLP in G1 . However, this contradicts the
DLP assumption (see Definition 3).
Given these proofs for standard and master-secret
security, we prove security of the proposed GKM scheme.
Security against GK distinguishability under collusion,
forward secrecy and backward secrecy is proved.
h
Theorem 3 The proposed GKM scheme based on PRE
scheme of section 4.3b is secure.
Proof We prove security against collusion attacks, groupkey security, forward and backward secrecy using our proof
results in Theorems 1 and 2.
h
Collusion-safety: Collusion-resistance of the proposed
GKM scheme captures inability of an attacker who colludes
with a subset of group members and tries to gain access to
secret key of any of the non-compromised nodes in the key
tree. Given the key assignment using the proposed PRE
scheme, if a PPT adversary can obtain secret key of a node
labelled i in the key tree, she can obtain the secret key ski .
However, in Theorem 2, the master secret security that
captures the security of ski of the underlying PRE
scheme has been proved. Hence, by Theorem 2, we can
conclude that no PPT adversary can obtain the secret key
corresponding to the nodes in the key tree even if she
colludes with one or more group members.
GK security: Any non-member should not be able to
obtain the GK. Given the key assignment of the proposed
GKM scheme using the PRE scheme given in section 4.2a,
CT0 associated with the root of the key tree of the group
contains GK encrypted using Enc procedure of the construction given in section 4.3b. Hence, a GK can be
obtained if the procedure Enc can be broken. However, in
Theorem 1, the procedure Enc has been proved to be
semantically secure against a PPT adversary. Hence, given
the proof for standard security in Theorem 1, GK security
of the proposed GKM scheme also stands proved.
Forward secrecy: Consider a group member U8 leaving
in figure 4, as a result of which the GK is updated to GK0 .
All the auxiliary re-encryption keys associated with U8 and
key pairs of the nodes that are in the path starting from the
root node to the node labelled 8 also change. The new GK
(GK0 ) is encrypted using public key of the root of the key
tree as CT0 ¼ Enc ðpk0 ; GK0 Þ. The updated GK0 can be
accessed by U8 given that U8 either decrypts CT0 or reencrypts CT0 such that it becomes a ciphertext under pk8 .
However, CT0 has been proved to be semantically secure in
Theorem 1. Hence, U8 cannot gain access to GK0 by
decrypting CT0 unless sk0 is made available to U8 , which is
impossible. Re-encryption of CT0 such that it becomes a
ciphertext under pk8 can be done using rk0!8 . Hence, U8
can obtain GK0 through re-encryption if she can derive a
correct rk0!8 . However, as mentioned earlier, all the reencryption keys associated with U8 are changed, thus forbidding the derivation of a correct rk0!8 . Hence, the proposed GKM satisfies forward secrecy.
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Backward secrecy: The requirements for backward
secrecy defined in section 4.3e must be satisfied in an event
of member joining. Consider the example in figure 5, where
U8 joins the group. A cryptographic hash function H is
computed over the old GK to obtain the updated GK as
GK00 = H(GK). A new user can obtain the old GK only if
she is able to compute the hash in the reverse direction.
However, this is in contradiction with the assumption
regarding the one-wayness of the cryptographic hash
function (H) assumed to be used for updating the GK.
Hence, the proposed GKM scheme satisfies backward
secrecy.

4.4 Discussion
Over the years, there have been many improvements in
LKH scheme for GKM. Since the structure of the proposed
scheme conforms with that of LKH, the proposed
scheme can be adapted for most of the LKH-based schemes
for GKM. The idea of using PRE for GKM has been
extensively studied [11–13, 16, 20] but all of them require
the PRE keys to be kept private. The first scheme that
allows re-encryption keys to be published [2] used RSAbased multi-hop PRE scheme. The scheme was proved to
be insecure under collusion attack by Chen and Tzeng [5].
However, we point out that in the scheme due to Chen and
Tzeng [5], actual re-encryption does not take place and the
scheme involves direct application of key management in
hierarchy [6]. In contrast, our proposed scheme for GKM
using PRE involves re-encryption just once and is secure
against collusion. The only computational load on a user is
that of the derivation of direct re-encryption key from root
node to the leaf node associated with the user. A user does
not have to perform re-encryption, which involves costly
bilinear map operation. However, in the absence of a
dedicated re-encrypting proxy, the users will have to perform just one bilinear pairing because number of re-encryptions in any case would be just one. Therefore, in the
absence of a dedicated proxy server, efficiency of the
proposed PRE scheme surpasses that of a unidirectional
multi-hop PRE scheme [7, 8], in which as many as log N
bilinear pairing operations would be performed for a group
of N members.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a GKM scheme for logical
key hierarchies using PRE. In the proposed scheme, a group
member processes log N public auxiliary keys to obtain the
latest GK in a group of N users. We have proved that the
underlying PRE scheme is collusion resistant. The proposed
scheme has a unidirectional procedure for deriving direct
re-encryption key using a sequence of one-hop re-encryption keys. Earlier GKM schemes using PRE that is both
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unidirectional and multi-hop required repeated re-encryptions in order for a group member to obtain the GK. The
proposed scheme avoids this as it requires only one reencryption after deriving a direct re-encryption key. The
proposed scheme handles GK updates for the off-line users
as well. For this, a public bulletin is maintained to store all
the re-key messages. We have shown that the size of this
public bulletin is constant with respect to the number of
group updates and is linear in the number (N) of group
members. Also, any off-line group member has to perform
constant (log N) number steps to obtain the latest GK when
she re-connects.
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